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In this paper we consider the existence of a l-factorization of undirected Cayley 
graphs of groups of even order. We show that a l-factorization exists for all 
generating sets for even order abelian groups, dihedral groups, and dicyclic groups 
and for all minimal generating sets for even order nilpotent groups and for 
D, x Z,. We also derive other results that are useful in considering specific Cayley 
graphs. These results support the conjecture that all Cayley graphs of groups of 
even order are l-factorizable. If  this is not the case the same result may hold hor 
minimal generating sets. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group, SCG-(1) and S-l= (s-‘:sES). The Cayley graph 
T(S : G) of the group G with respect to the generating set 5’ has the vertex 
set G and the edge set {[g,sg]: geG,seSuS-‘}. If SES we say that 
[g, sg] is an edge generated by s for all g E G. If S generates G then 
T(S : G) is connected; otherwise it consists of disjoint copies of T(S : (S)). 
S will denote a generating set of G unless otherwise specified. A Cayley 
graph is a simple, vertex transitive graph. 
A j-factor of a graph is a spanning subgraph which is regular of valence j. 
In particular, a l-factor of a graph is a collection of edges such that each 
vertex is incident with exactly one edge. Tutte (see [S, p. 761) found a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a l-factor which 
shows that any vertex-transitive graph with an even number of vertices has 
a l-factor. 
A l-factorization of a regular graph is a partition of the edge set of the 
graph into disjoint l-factors. A l-factorization of a regular graph of valence 
v is equivalent to a coloring of the edges in v colors (coloring each I-factor 
a different color). The latter interpretation allows us to use a very helpful 
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result: Any simple, regular graph of valence o can be edge-colored in either 
u or t, + 1 colors (this is a specific case of Vizing’s theorem (see [ 6, 
pp. 245-2481). Therefore, if a simple, regular graph of valence t, cannot be 
l-factorized then it can be edge-colored in II + 1 and not fewer colors. Such 
graphs include all Cayley graphs of groups of odd order and the Petersen 
graph. 
We use D, to denote the dihedral group of order 2m; DC,,,, to denote 
the dicyclic group of order 4m; and H >a G to denote a semidirect product 
of H with G. This means G (respectively H) is a subgroup (repectively nor- 
mal subgroup) of H >Q G, with HG = H >Q G and Hn G = (l}. Most of our 
results are true for all semidirect products of H with G; when this is not the -- -- 
case it will be clearly noted. For example, we show that r( ( 1, 0), (0, 1) >: 
Z,,, XI 2,) is l-factorizable if mn is even regardless of the semidirect 
product. We use 2, wr 2, to denote the wreath product of 2, and 2,. All 
the group theory that will be necessary can be found in [7]. 
We will use the convention that 1 denotes the identity element of a group 
except for cyclic groups where we will let 0 denote the identity and the 
group will be generated by i. We will use 2, to denote r( {i } : 2,) for sim- 
plicity’s sake. 
Our main results can be summarized in the following two theorems 
which are proven in the body of the paper. 
THEOREM. The graph I(S : G) is l-factorizable for all generating sets S if 
one of the following holds. 
( 1) G has order 2k for k an integer. 
(2) G is an even order abelian group. 
(3) G is a dihedral or dicyclic group. 
THEOREM. The graph (S : G) is l-factorizable for all minimal generating 
sets S tf one of the following conditions holds. 
( 1) G is an even order nilpoten t group. 
(2) G contains a proper, abelian normal subgroup of index 2k. 
(3) G has order 2”pk for p a prime, with p > 2”. 
2. FINITE GROUPS 
We will first derive a few useful lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. If I is a simple, regular graph then I x Z2 is l-factorizable. 
In particular I(S : G) x Z2 is l-factorizable. 
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Proof. By Vizing’s theorem the edges in both copies of r can be edge- 
colored in the same manner in ZJ + 1 colors (for D the valence of r). Then 
all that remains to be done is to color the edges from (ui, 0) to (Ui, i) in the 
same t, + 1 colors. Since both (vi, 0) and (Ui, i) have edges of the same u 
colors to them, there is a color that can be used to color the joining edge. 
Therefore, r x 2, is l-factorizable. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S1, S2 c G-1 11, not necessarily generating sets. Sup- 
pose r(S, : G) is l-factorizable and S2 c S1. If euery element in S1 -S2 has 
even order then IJS, : G) is l-factorizable. 
Proof: Consider an element s of S1-SZ and the edges generated by s. If 
ord(s) = 2 these edges are a l-factor and if ord(s) > 2 the edges form a 2- 
factor. Since each cycle in the 2-factor has even length the 2-factor decom- 
poses into two l-factors. Therefore T(S, -S2 : G) is l-factorizable so 
ZJ S1 : G) is l-factorizable. Q.E.D. 
This lemma gives two simple results. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. If every element of S has even order then IJ S : G) is 
1 -factorizable. 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. If G has order 2k then r( S : G) is l-factorizable. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S generate H >Q G, where G has order 2k. Suppose 
there exists s E S, where s 4 H and for all h E S n H we have shs- ’ = h * I. 
Then T(S : H XI G) is l-factorizable. 
ProoJ Let S’ = Sn H. Then by Lemma 2.2 it suffices to show that 
r(S’u {s): (S’u {s})) is l-factorizable. (S’u {s}) has the form 
(S’) >Q G, where G has order 2k. If ord(s) = 2 then this graph is 
isomorphic to T(S’: (5” )) x Z,, Otherwise let g, ord( g) = 2”, be the image 
of s under the natural homomorphism from H >Q G onto G. By Corollary 
2.2.2, r( (g} : G) is l-factorizable. Take one such l-factor and extend it to 
r(S’ u (s): (S’ u {s> )) by taking every edge generated by s whose projec- 
tion on G is in that l-factor. The remaining edges form 2”- ’ disjoint copies 
of r( S’ : ( S’ ) ) x 2, and are l-factorizable by Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. If G is abelian and has even order then r( S : G) is l- 
factorizable. 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. If G has order 2k, H is abelian and ghg-’ = h * 1 for 
all g E G and h E H, then T(S: H >Q G) is l-factorizable. In particular, 
dihedral and dicyclic groups are l-factorizable for all generating sets. 
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Proof Simply note that D, = Z, >a Z2 and DC4, = Z, >Q DCZk+2, 
where m = 2kn, gcd(2, n) = 1. (See [7, pp. 14, 188-1891.) Q.E.D. 
The next lemma is roughly equivalent to the Factor Group Lemma for 
Hamiltonian circuits (see [ 41). 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G and S is a generating 
set of G disjoint from N. Assume that when si # sj* I, neither sisj nor sisi’ 
belongs to N. If I(SN/N: G/N) is l-factorizable then so is T(S : G). 
Proof We may extend a l-factor of T(SN : G/N) to a l-factor of 
T(S : G) by taking all 1 N 1 inverse images of every edge in the l-factor. The 
hypotheses guarantee that 1 S 1 = 1 SN/N I in the sense of the number of 
generators. Therefore every edge is covered by the new l-factors except 
those generated by an element s with s* # 1 but s* E N. However, for such 
an s the edges not covered form a l-factor. Q.E.D. 
When considering minimal generating sets of a group G, Lemma 2.4 
allows us to mod out by the Frattini subgroup of G, denoted D(G) (see [7, 
pp. 159-1701). The Frattini subgroup is the intersection of all the maximal 
subgroups and can be viewed as the subgroup of all elements that cannot 
be contained in a minimal generating set. If S is minimal Q(G) satisfies the 
first three hypotheses of Lemma 2.4. The third hypothesis follows for 
S= Tu (q, s2} by considering Tu {sl, s,s;‘} or Tu {q, s1s2}. 
Note that when G is abelian with G = ZP;, x ZPi2 x .** x ZP;, then 
G/@(G) = Z,, x Z,, x - - - x Z,, and when m=pl;l---pFl we have 
Q??lwLl) = qqp2.7,. 
Another useful subgroup is the commutator subgroup, often denoted G’, 
generated by all elements of the form yxy- ‘x-l where x and y are in G. It 
has the property that G/G’ is abelian, so if (G/G’( is even then any Cayley 
graph of G/G’ is l-factorizable. This given two immediate results. (See [7, 
P. 591.) 
COROLLARY 2.4.1. If G is a nilpoten t group of even order and S is a 
minimal generating set, then T(S : G) is l-factorizable. 
Proof If G is nilpotent G’ c @(G) and if G has even order so does 
G/@(G). (See [7, pp. 140-146, 1601.) Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. If S = ((A, 0), (0, b) } is the standard generating set 
for Z, wr Z, and mn is even then T(S : Z, wr Z,) is l-factorizable. 
Proof The commutator subgroup satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4 
and the factor group is isomorphic to Z, x Z,. Q.E.D. 
We can also look at groups as extensions of l-factorizable subgroups. 
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LEMMA 2.5. If T(S : H) is l-factorizable and T c G then r( S v T : 
H >Q G) is l-factorizable. 
Proof: We construct a l-factorization of H >Q G as follows: select one l- 
factor of T(S : H). Next extend the rest of the l-factors of T(S : H) by tak- 
ing all 1 G 1 copies of the edges forming them (one copy in each coset of H). 
To construct the remaining l-factors let u be the valence of r( T : G) and 
edge-color each copy of r( T : G) in u + 1 colors in the same manner. As in 
the proof of Lemma 2.1, all that remains is to edge-color each copy of the 
selected l-factor in the same ZJ + 1 colors. But each l-factor of T(S : H) 
meets the same element in each coset of G and hence only edges of u colors, 
as required. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose H-a G, a E G-H and r(S : H) is l-factorizable. 
Then T(Sv (a> : G) is l-factorizable. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.5. Stronger but more cumber- 
some variations on the preceding two lemmas are available. For direct 
products we may derive still stronger results. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose T(S : H) is l-factorizable for all generating sets 
S (respectively minimal generating sets S) and G has order 2k; then 
T(T : H x G) is l-factorizable for all generating sets T (respectively, minimal 
generating sets T). 
Proof: Let x denote the projection map from H x G onto H and let S’ 
be selected such that T n H c S’ c n(T) and S’ generates H (respectively is 
a minimal generating set for H). Then we let T’ be a set of representatives 
for S’ in T. By Lemma 2.4 (applied to G 4 H x G) r( T : H x G) is l-fac- 
torizable. If t E T-T’ then t has even order so we may apply Lemma 2.2 to 
show r( T : H x G) is l-factorizable. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let G be a group and let H be contained in the center of 
G. If r(s : G/H) is l-factorizable for all minimal generating sets S then 
r( T : G) is l-factorizable for all minimal generating sets T. 
Proof Since H is finite and abelian the theorem will follow by the Frat- 
tini subgroup argument and by repeated application of the result for 
H = Z,, where p is a prime. Let 7t denote the projection map from G onto 
G/H and let S be a minimal generating set for G/H contained in n(T). Then 
we have two possibilities 1 S 1 = I TI or ISI = I TI - 1. (If n(T-{g, h))=S, 
then the three groups (T-I g, h} ), (T-{ g>), and G form an increasing 
sequence of subgroups and for n = I G/HI we have: n divides 
IV’-{g,h)>l; IW(g,h))l divides l(T-{g))l; and l(T-(g}>l divides 
pn. So, either (T-{ g, h} ) = (T-{ g} ) or (T-{ g} ) = G, an impossibility.) 
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If 1 S 1 = 1 Tj, then Lemma 2.4 with N = H applies and r( T : G) is l-fac- 
torizable. 
If ISl=ITI-1, let g be an element of Tsuch that rc(7”{g})=S, then 
IV-{d>l =n and (T-(g)) is isomorphic to G/H and therefore 
G z H XI G/H. Hence G ‘v H x G/H and Lemma 2.6 applies and we have 
r( T : G) is l-factorizable. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.8 together imply the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.8.1. Suppose f (S : G) is l-factorizable for all minimal 
generating sets S and H is nilpotent. Then T(T : G x H) is l-factorizable for 
all minimal generating sets T. 
For groups where T(S : G) is not proven l-factorizable for all minimal 
generating sets S, a partial result is possible. 
COROLLARY 2.8.2. Suppose T is a minimal generating set for G x 2, and 
S c z(T) is a minimal generating set for G. If T(S : G) is l-factorizable then 
so is T(T: GxZ,). 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 allow us to test for 1-factorizability in a small 
group and infer that a class of larger graphs is l-factorizable. For example, 
it is easy to verify that T(S : A4) is l-factorizable for all generating sets S6 
(A4 denotes the alternating group on four characters): therefore 
r( T : A4 x H) is l-factorizable for H abelian and T a minimal generating 
set for A4 x H. 
THEOREM 2.9. If G is a 2-generated group of even order with a cyclic 
commutator subgroup then I’( (a, b > : G) is l-factorizable. 
ProoJ First notice that G/G’ has even order; this result follows easily 
from group theory. If G/G’ is not cyclic then Lemma 2.4 applies to G’ with 
N replaced by G’. Suppose G/G’ is cyclic and (a, b > n G’ = 0. If 
(ab-‘, ab} n G’ = 0 then Lemma 2.4 applies with N = G’. If 
{ ab-‘, ab} n G’ # 0 then a and b have even order and Corollary 2.2.1 
applies. We can now assume b E G’, that is, (b ) = G’. Let p be a prime that 
divides the order of b. Then we may mod out by ( bP) to obtain a group of -_ -- 
the form Zp >Q 2, with the generating set {( 1, 0), (0, 1)} and n even. If 
n = 2, I-factorizability is trivial since Zp x Z2 is either abelian or D,. If 
n > 2 let t,5 be the automorphism of 2, associated with (0, i) and let t be 
the order of Y. If t = 1, 2, XI 2, is abelian and we are done; if not, the 
graph is decomposable into the hamiltonian cycle (see [ 31) 
- - 
n* C(m-1Mi,WO, I)1 
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(k * x denotes x, x,..., x where x appears k times) and each cycle in the 




for some k E N or n * (0, 1 ), all of even length. Q.E.D. 
-- -- 
COROLLARY 2.9.1. If mn is even, then f( (0, l), (1, 0)} : Z, M Z,) is 
factorizable. 
A similar method gives other results. 
THEOREM 2.10. If G contains an abelian subgroup of index 2 and S is a 
minimal generating set for G then T(S : G) is l-factorizable. 
Proof: Let H be the abelian subgroup. Then H is normal in G and we 
may assume S is of the form S’ u {a >, where S’ c H, a $ H by Lemma 2.2. 
By Theorem 2.8 we can assume H n Z(G) = 1. It follows from group theory 
that G = H XI Z2, where Z2 inverts H. Then Corollary 2.3.2 applies. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.11. If G contains a proper, abelian normal subgroup of index 2k 
and S is a minimal generating set for G, then T(S : G) is l-factorizable. 
ProoJ As in the preceding theorem let H be the subgroup. We may 
assume H is of odd order so G = H XI T, where 7’ has order 2k. By 
Lemma 2.2 without loss of generality, T is cyclic and S = S’ u {a>, where 
S’ c H and (a) = T. If ord(a) = 2 we are done by Theorem 2.10. 
Then for all Si in S’ there is a subgroup Hi of H such that Si E Hi, Hi is 
normal in G and no smaller subgroup possesses these properties. For all i 
and j, Hi n Hj is normal and satisfies Lemma 2.4. So we may assume 
Hi n Hj = ( 1 }. For any prime ri dividing ord(si), H; is normal and satisfies 
Lemma 2.4 SO we may assume ord(si) = ri. From this we see that the most 
general case that we must consider is r( (si ,.., s,, a}: (sl ,..., s, ) x (a)), 
where ord(a) = 2k, ord(si) = ri, a prime, and (a, si) n (a, sj) = (a) for 
i # j. 
There are three classes of s,)s to be considered, namely asp-’ equal to si, 
SF (k & 1 mod ri) or not a power of si. Any si in the first class lies in the 
center of G and Theorem 2.8 applies. Let (sl ,..., s,} be the second class. We 
show r( (sl ,..., sV, a}: (sl ,..., s, ) XI (a)) is l-factorizable by induction on v. 
For v = 1 Theorem 2.9 gives us a Hamiltonian cycle of the form 
zk * [IPI, Pw., P,, al 
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and two l-factors. Assume r( { si ,..., s,, a} : ( s1 ,..., s, ) >a (a)) is composed 
of a Hamiltonian cycle of the same form where P1 ,..., P, is a path in 
0 1 ,..., s,). Then the subgraph of T({s, ,..., s,,,+~, a}: (sl ,..., s,,,+~, a)) con- 
sisting of all copies of the Hamiltonian cycle and all edges generated by 
s, + 1 contains the Hamiltonian cycle (for rm + 1 the order of s, + 1): 
zk * C(bl+l --1)*&7+19P19(bl+1 -l)*s,+1 -LP2,..., (L+1-1) 
*S m+l-f,Pn,(rm+l-l)*Sm+l,a]. 
The remaining 2-factor contains only even cycles. To see this, collapse 
cosets of q,..., s, to obtain a graph isomorphic to r( {s, + 1, a}: 
0 m + i, a)). The cycle removes from this graph exactly the Hamiltonian 
cycle given in Theorem 2.9. Therefore the projection of the remaining 2-fac- 
tor has only cycles with an even number of edges. The number of edges 
collapsed in each cycle is also even since between two adjacent occurrences 
of edges generated by a the entire path Pi, P2,..., P, is traversed exactly 
once. Each edge generated by a in the collapsed graph is the image of a 
single edge generated by a and each edge generated by s, + 1 is the image of 
Y 111 + 1 edges generated by s, + 1 all of which lie in the same cycle. So the 
cycles are of even length. 
Next we add generators where as,u-’ # (si). Let srn+* be such a 
generator and let F be any l-factor of r( { s1 ,..., s, + 1, a > : ( s1 ,..., s, + 1, a ) ). 
In T({s s 1 ,“‘, M + 2 9 a>: h.., h2, a)) the copies of this l-factor fand the 
edges generated by s,,,+~ form numerous disjoint subgraphs isomorphic 
(graph-theoretically) to r<(~,+~}: (s,+~))x~~ or T({(A, 0), (0, b)}: 
<s ,,,+ 2) wr 2,). But both of these cases have already been covered. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.11.1. If G contains a nilpotent, normal subgroup H with 
index 2k (k # 0) and S is a minimal generating set then T(S : G) is 1-fac- 
torizable. 
ProoJ Since @j(H) is a characteristic subgroup of H it is normal in G 
and is contained in Q>(G), so it satisfies Lemma 2.4. Since H’ c Q(H), 
H/@(H) is abelian, normal and has index 2k in G/@(H). Q.E.D. 
Many interesting groups are of the form of H in the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.11.2. Let G be a direct product of dihedral, dicyclic, and 
abelian groups such that G has even order and let T be a minimal generating 
set for G; then T(T : G) is l-factorizable. 
COROLLARY 2.11.3. Let S be a minimal generating set for Z, wr Zzk; 
then T(S : Z, wr Z2k) is l-factorizable. 
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COROLLARY 2.11.4. Let G be a group of order 2”pk (p a prime), where 
2” < p, m # 0. Then T(S : G) is l-factorizable for all minimal generating sets 
s. 
Proof This result follows from group theory (there must be a unique, 
hence normal, Sylow p-subgroup which is clearly nilpotent). Q.E.D. 
The equivalent result for vertex-transitive graphs with such groups acting 
transitively on them does not hold. A counterexample is the Petersen 
graph. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let G be a group of even order with a cyclic commutator 
subgroup of prime-power order. Then T(S : G) is l-factorizable for all 
minimal generating sets S. 
Proof Since @(G’) c @(G) we may assume G’ has prime order. We may 
also assume there is a unique a E S of even order, by Lemma 2.2. If 
a E Z(G), then we are done by Theorems 2.3 and 2.8. If not, then there is 
some s E S with as # sa and Theorem 2.9 applies to give a l-factorization of 
r( (s, a} : (s, a)). Since G’ c (a, s ) every subgroup of G containing (a, s ) 
is normal and we may use Lemma 2.6 to add generators one at a time to l- 
factorize T(S : G). Q.E.D. 
3. INFINITE GROUPS 
The notion of 1-factorizability can be extended to infinite groups. Not 
surprisingly many of our results generalize to this case. 
LEMMA 3.1. If G = (S) and S is infinite then T(S : G) is l-factorizable. 
Proof Well-order the vertices of T(S : G). For the first l-factor take the 
edge from the first vertex to the next vertex to which it has an edge, then 
from the first unchosen vertex to the next untaken vertex to which it has an 
edge. Repeating this process gives a l-factor. This l-factor can be deleted 
and the process iterated to l-factorize the graph. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. If G is an infinite abelian group then T(S : G) is l-fac- 
torizable. 
ProofIflSl isfinitethenGisoftheformG=HxZxZx **a xZ,where 
H is finite. Let S’ = Sn H, and let s be any generator of infinite order. Then 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 generalizes directly. Q.E.D. 
It is also possible to generalize Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 and 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.9. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let G * H be the free product of two non-trivial groups G 
and H and let S generate G * H, then T(S : G * H) is l-factorizable. 
Proof: If either S n G or S n H is empty then we may delete all but one 
generator of infinite order. Assuming Sn H is empty, we obtain a subgraph 
isomorphic to r( (S n G) u { 1 } : G * Z). Therefore we may assume that 
S=(SnG)u(SnH), and Sisfinite. 
We may view the graph as a copy of T(Sn G : G) with a copy of 
T(S n H : H) attached to every vertex, and from every vertex in one of 
these copies of r(Sn H : H) (except those already attached to the original 
graph) is a copy of r(Sn G : G), ad infinitum. We let r be the valence of 
r( S n G : G) and s the valence of r( S n H : H); then r + s is the valence of 
r( S : G * H). We can color the initial copy of T(S n G : G) in r + 1 colors. 
We may then color each attached copy of T(S n H : H) in s + 1 colors. By 
permuting the colors we can have the two colors that the graphs have in 
common the color not occurring at the common vertex in T(S n G : G) and 
the color not occurring at the common vertex in T(Sn H : H). Carrying 
out this procedure inductively colors all of r( S : G * H) in r + s colors. 
Q.E.D. 
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